
Hello I first would like to express my gratitude for the on going support that has been granted and acessable  to individuals as myself 
and families that are struggling to maintain housing and wellness so that they may thrive and be safe from the detriments of 
becoming homeless and would become I'll or have an existing illness become life threatening to thier welfare as well as potentially 
endangering another survivor or citizen of my community as well as all communities that are an embodiment of the state. I am  
giving another testimony for the request of a very needed and necessary housing empliment that can help save lives myself 
included . I had submitted submitted documents on line to a housing specialist due to a rent increase that I could not for see and 
combined with other unfortunate desasters that have caused financial hardship and major major set back and financial 
inconsistency covid has had many relief benefits to fit the needs of the American poeple. Unfortunately with much heartfelt thought 
and yet still able to express the realization of the extension of expansion with longer wait period for landlords and home lenders to 
be accountable to allow tenants and homebuyers the privilege to be able to pay rent and house payments at a later date. I  grateful 
to God and all of the leaders that can make this possible although if I and so many others can not find a suitable income that will be 
able to fit the budget or cost of living to obtain the housing at times end the situations will still be the same at a latter date with little 
to no solution. I plea and ask for a suitable amount of relief to supply a more suitable and income based home for myself, I have no 
physical or moral support at this time and in need of safety and relief more now then ever if I hope to ever be reunited with my 
children. Yet grown of age do not and will not participate in helping me financially because they too have been effected and can not 
help physically leaving it almost impossible for me the recipe the proper housing that's in an area where I can thrive and receive the 
education the voucher to receive funding to relocate or maintain my home with assurances that I will be safe long term without 
stress and worry being able to focus on more critical needs like my emotional mental and physical wellness with the life that I had no 
control over and feel could have been lived in a more healthy and effective nurturing way. I am not an educated woman I am 51 
years old and had Only 6 years that I consider to be my best and that was upon moving to Oregon and having the financial support 
and emotional support of caring for my children . Now unfortunately after divorce due to unforeseeable circumstances I lost years 
with my youngest and I feel iny absence he has been robed of not having to pay for his own colledge tuitions fees and books 
through loans while also maintaining a vigurous employment . That alone as well as seperation and inclusive n has caused 
tremendous hardship on myself as well as my son's and daughters well being app left to fend for ourselves after me loosing what 
little I had and was given permission to accumulate in life I find it impossible to walk even to the store without complications just for 
something simple like bathroom tissue has become a life goal.housiny was with held from me and I was told no vouchers or 
assistance available or once I submitted the proper docents the housing specialist was untruthful or a discrepancy through email 
provided with google  and cable company that provides sufficient   internet to the community  i emailed the required documents. I did 
also  receive receipt of delivered email to address specialist  provided shortly after was notified via letter that no vouchers or 
assistance was any longer available even after my primary physician expressed that he had paperwork ready to be faxed back to 
agency so please help me and others by providing me with a life net . There is a desperate NEED. Thank you


